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Multicolors – instructions for authors
Multicolors welcomes submissions that fall into any of the following categories:

1.

Research papers: up to 7000 words in length, following the latest edition of the APA format (for
details see: https://www.apastyle.org/ ). These may describe in detail quantitative or qualitative
studies. Emphasis should be given to the added value of the study, and what it adds to existing
knowledge in the relevant field of research.

2.

Case studies: up to 3000 words in length, these papers should describe in detail a project or a
practice implemented and studies within a limited scope setting. Authors should highlight the
background, explicitly noting the need or lacuna with which the case study deals, the goals of the
project, a detailed method section allowing readers to comprehend what was done and the
instruments used, as well as clearly described outcome measures used to assess the implemented
project or practice. Discussion and conclusions should be limited in scope.

3.

Literature reviews/ Meta-Analyses: up to 7000 words in length (excluding the reference list)
submission should adhere to the methods and procedures of systematic literature review or metaanalysis.

4.

Theoretical development papers: up to 7000 words in length. Submissions may follow various
structural guidelines as per the specific theory or subject dictates. The papers should provide an
integrative point of view and/ or a critical presentation of a theory or theoretical body of work
relevant to the fields of educational research and practice.

5.

Opinion papers: As a rule the journal does not encourage opinion papers, with the exception ofa
unique perspective or very innovative approach to wither research or practice. In such cases the
editors may consider such submissions but authors are encouraged to make enquiries in advance.

Manuscript Submission:
Papers should be submitted as “word” documents sent as attachments to both following email addresses:
leehu@gordon.ac.il and irita@gordon.ac.il the message title should read “submission to multicolors”.
Manuscripts that are not submitted in accordance with ALL the above guidelines (especially re
manuscript type and APA format) will be returned to the authors without reading.

